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The purpose of this article ia to describe and aaaeas 
same of the trends which have appeared in recent achalsr
ahip in connection with a few of the main prable•a 
associated with the Epistle. No effort has been made 
at completeneaa, since it would be impassible in an 
article of this size to comment an every work that has 
appeared in the last twenty years, especially where that 
work is cance~ned with only a single verae of the 
Epistle. Rather the purpose is to concentrate an some 
main areas of diacuaaian, to summarize earlier contrib
utions and to aaseas more recent ones, especially those 
made in the last twenty years. The areas to be 
considered are: authorship, religious background, date, 
area to which the epistle wee sent, literary genre, lit
erary structure, use of the OT, individual themes and 
paaaegea. 

Authorship 

"Without father, without mother, without genealogy• 
(Heb.7.3). In these wards Overbeck summed up the state 
of knowledge about the authorship of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews in hie day. Scholars since then have nat bean 
able to add much to that knowleage. Certainly by the 
early aixtiae many n~ea had bean suggested ea potreible 
authors: thaae included Paul /1/, Barnabaa, Apallos, 
Judas, Silea, Luke, Clement of Rome, Peter, Philip, 
Timothy, Ariatian, Mark -and Priscilla but na agreement 
had emerged and moat scholars had given up trying to 
find aame new name ar discover new auppart far a name 
already suggested. In recent years, however, ana or 
two scholars have again tried ta champion ana or other 
of the names suggested earlier. 

Mertigna Rancaglia, far example, in hie important 
baak, Histaire da l'Eglisa capts /2/ tried to revive 
the thesis which had bean ch•pianed by Luthar,_ end 
which mare recently has bean argued by Mantafiara /3/ 
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Spicq /4/ , T.w. Mensan /5/ , end several others /6/, 
that Apallas was the author. He listed many reasons 
far accepting Apallaa /7/, but seamed ta be offering 
na decisive new argument which would compel scholars 
ta reconsider their position. /8/ In 1969,_R. Hoppin 
/9/ revived Hernack 1 s old theory that the authors were 
Aquila end Priacille, but that prejudice against women 
teachers in the church led ta the suppression of the 
names. /10/. It ia doubtful, however, if she pro
duced enough evidence ta win scholarly acceptance. 
J.M. Robinsan /11/ has revived the claims of Barnabas 
as the author, but again without enough decisive new 
evidence ta gain universal support. 

While, however, little progress haa been made since 
Overbeck'a day as regards positive identification of 
the author, ana queatian concerning the authorship et 
least haa been settled, namely that concerning Pauline 
authorship. There seems ta be general agreement that 
no matter who did write the epistle, Paul did not. 
This has been the opinion af Protestant scholars for 

.some time, but since the Decree af the Papal Biblical 
Commission (Divino Afflante Spiritu) in 1943 and a sub-, 
aequent letter of P. Voate to Cardinal Suherd, /12/ 
more end more Catholic scholars have considered that 
the epistle was written by a Pauline pupil rather,than 
Paul himself. /13/ Aa· Coppens /14/ says: 'L •Ep1. tre , \ 
aux Hebreux n1 eat plus guere retenue dens le dossier 
peulinien. a 

While, therefore, modern scholars perhaps would not 
go as fer ea Dibelius in 1926 /15/ when he described 
the question of authorship as •uninteresting•, never
theless they would agree with Moffatt when he says •the 
identity af the author and af his readers must be left 
in the mist where they already lay at the beginning of 
the second century•. /16/ ••••• an obvious reference to' 
Origen1 a oft quoted remark that God only knows who 
wrate Hebrews. /17/ There the matter must rest. 

Religious Background 

The question of the religious background af the 
epistle has bean an important one in the past decade af 
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NT achalerehip because it has raised several issues 
which are pertinent ta the. much wilier detiil'tli · cbncernlng ~ 
the religious thought world af the firet end aecand 
centuries AD, in particular the relatianah~p between the 
literature found at Qumran, the Captic gnostic library 
found near Nag HaRmadi, Jewish writings from Alexandria 
and early Jewish myatical.writinga end the NT. We will 
consider the present state af research an the religious 
background af Hebrews under four aectiana: Hebrews and 
Phila, Hebrews and Qumran; Hebrews and Gnaaticiem; . 
Hebrews and Merkaba mysticism. 

Hebrews and Phila 

According ta c. Spicq it waa Gratius who first drew 
attention in 1644 ta the influence af Phila upon Hebrews. 

/18/ Tmia view received same support in the 18th 
century /19/ , wee accepted almost without question et 
the end af the 19th century, but became leaa and leas 
popular during the 20th century. It was, however, in 
the 20th century that this theory af Philanic influence 
upon the epistle to the Hebrews received ita moat 
vehement and well documented support, through the work 
af Spicq. In chapter iii af the first volume af hie 
cOMmentary he offered a massive amount af evidence far 
the dependence af the author af the epistle upan Phila. 
This evidence wee based an a thorough examination af 
the authar•a vocabulary, literary style, theological 
arguments, exegetical methods, achemea af thought, 
paychalagy and an e diecuaaian of Hebrews 11. Hie 
conclusion wee that while the author af Hebrews ia na 
plagiarist, nevertheless 

Hie affinities with the philaaapher af 
Alexandria which have their origin neither 
in an identity af readers nor in a similarity 
af the subjects which are diacuaaed, compels 
ana ta conclude that at a minimum he atudiell 
Phila1 a work and probably even that he knew 
him pera~nally and wee taught by him. /20/ 

In eplte af the massive erudition with which Spicq 
supported hle claim that the author af Hebrawa wee 
•un philanien qanverti au chr1atian1•••• /21/ , moat 
scholars have been reluctant to accept that cancluaion, 
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but rather have tended to ascribe the affinities 
perceived between the works of Philo and the epistle 
to the Hebrews to a common Alexandrian background. 
F. Schr8ger, for example, in a relatively reQent book 
on the epistle gives as his judgment that 

·It is only with the greatest reserve that one 
can draw concluaione about a direct use of 
Philo by the redactor of the epistle to the 
Hebrews, because in the vast majority of cases, 
the "influence" ia to be explained better 
through the same spiritual background and 
general Alexandrian culture rather than 
direct literary dependence. /22/ 

In a slightly earlier book S.G. Sowers had argued on 
the basis of the affinities between the works of Philo 
and Hebrews, that the author of Hebrews came •from the 
same school of Alexandrian Judaiam as Philo, and that 
Phila'a writinge still offer us the beat single body of 
religionageachichtlich material we have for the NT 
document•. /23/ But he did not postulate a direct 
relationship, rather a geographical proximity. 

In 19?0, however, Spicq 1 a viewe were directly 
challenged by Profeeaor Williamaon, in a book entitled 
Philo and the Epistle to the Hebrews. /24/ He examined 
the affinities between the epistle and the works of 
Philo under three heads: Linguistic evidence, themes and 
ideae, use of Scripture. /25/ Hia conclusion after 
almost 600 pages of well documented argument is: 

We can only insist that in the realm of 
vocabulary there. is no proof that the choice 
of words displayed in the Epistle to the 
Hebrewe has been influenced by Philo•s 
lexicographical thesaurus. In the uae Of the 
OT made by the two writers, striking and 
fundamental differences of outlook and 
exegetical method appear... But it 1a in the 
realm of ideas, of the thought which words and 
OT texts ware used to express and support that 
the moat significant differences between Philo 
and the writer of Hebrews emerge. /26/ 
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Williamaon 1 a book succeeded, in my view, in ita 

narrow objective of proving that the author of the 
Hebrews was not a converted follower of Philo and has 
been a salutary warning against trying to define the 
religious background of tha epistle within too narrow 
limits. It did not, however, attempt to solve the 
wider problem of determining the milieu against which 
the epistle was written and left open the possibility 
that in trying to gain an accurate picture of thia 
milieu, scholars might find the writings of Philo to 
be very fruitful in indicating the type of thought world 
in which the epistle arose. 

Hebrews and gumran 

The discovery and gradual publication of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls beginning in 1949 gave a new impetus to 
studies seeking to find the religious background 
against which Hebrews was written. The first comment
ary to mention the Dead Sea Scrolls in connection with 
Hebrews wee that of Michel in the tenth edition of the 
Kritisch Exegetischer Kommentar in 19~7, /27/ where 
he added an appendix underlining the important parallels 
between Hebrews and Qumran. It was Vadin, however, in 
a lecture given in 1957 /28/ but published in 1958 
/29/ who was the firat to draw far reaching conclusions 
about the relationship between Hebrews and Qumran. He 
argued that 

• At the outset it should be emphasized that 
the main part of Hebrews ia concerned with 
proving the superiority of Jeaua over several 
persona and heavenly creatures of Meaaianic 
or eachatological character who, according to 
the beliefs of the readers, are either superior 
to Jeaua aa a lay Meaaiah, or were appointed to 
perform aame function at the End of Daya which, 
according to the writer, are reserved for Jeaua 
the Meaaiah.• /30/ 

According to Vadin, the people who held auch be
liefs were aectariea of Qumran and hence he aaaumed 
that the epistle waa written to a group who held many 
of the Qumran aect•a beliefs. /31/ Koamala took thia 
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view one step further by arguing that the addressees 
of the epistle were in fact an Essene congregation and 
that the purpose of the epistle was to urge them to 
became Christians. /32/ By the early sixties, however, 
.scholars were becoming mare cautiau.a about claiming too. 
much concerning the relationships between~Hebrews and 
Qumran, and two important articles helped to paint 
scholarship in a mare fruitful direction. /33/ Bath 
articles argued that the differences between the ideas 
found in the Scrolls and those found in Hebrews were 
mare significant than the similarities and that the 
similarities could be explained easily by reference to 
the sharing of a common cultural milieu. On the one 
hand, therefore, they came to the negative conclusion 
that to call the recipients of Hebrews "Esaenes• or 
"converted Essenes• or •spiritual brethren of the men 
of Qumran° would be "outstripping the evidence•. /34/ 
On the other hand they took up the argument already 
proposed by Michel /35/ and Flusser /36/ that the 
recipients of Hebrews and the sectariea shared a common 
cultural milieu, without postulating direct historical 
connections. In the early sixties, therefore, ~ark an 
the relationship between Hebrews and Qumran became a 
matter of painstaking comparisons and studies of the 
affinities between the two groups within the context of 
their religia-cultural background. /3?/ 

Ha~ever, in 1965 the publication /38/ of a group 
of 13 small fragments discovered in Cave II at Qumran 
brought a ne~ dimension to the discussion. In these 
fragments Melchisedek is a kind of celestial figure, 
a 1 gad 1 {Fitzmyer•a translation) or •celestial being•, 
{Van der Woude 1 s translation) perhaps evan the leading 
celestial being wha.ia associated with divine judgment 
against Belial and his host at the end time. In 
connection with that judgment is mentioned an act of 
atonement in the Year of Jubilee and also the redemption 
promised in several OT passages /39/ which involves the 
liberation of God 1 s people. The Sans of Light, ss the 
inheritance of Melchiaedak, are his companions in this 
judgment. 
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Yadin immediately suggested a direct connection 
between the Melchisedek mentioned in II Q Melch. and the 
epistle to the Hebrews, postulating that the author of 
Hebrews who was addressing converted Essenea, deliber• 
ately chose the figure of Melchisedek because he was 
already known in the Qumran sect "in order to convey 
more intimately and decisively his perception of Jesus• 
unique position." /40/ Other scholars were more 
cautious, however, Van der Woude, for example, in his 
article in which he introduced the fragments to the public 
suggested that the reference to Melchisedek in II Q Melch. 
helps us to understand the tradition which the author of 
Hebrews was using in Heb.7.2-3, but he did not postulate 
any direct connection between Hebrews and II Q Melch. 
This is made even more explicit in his later article 
written in co-operstioPI with De Jonge ~&~here they state: 
"Neither the points of connexion between Hebrews and the 
Qumran literature already noticed nor the new material 
in II Q Melch. enable us, however, to s~ate with certainty 
that Hebrews is directed against adherents of the Qumran 
sect; ~&~e should say with more caution that II Q Melch. 
helps us to understand certain ways of thinking in the 
Judaism of the first century AD which form the background 
against which the argumentation in Heb. 1-2 can be under
stood." /42/ This view is also shared by Fitzmyer who 
believes that the presentation of Melchisedek in Qumran 
with its exaltation of him as a heavenly redemptive 
figure "makes it understandable how the author of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews could argue for the superiority of 
Christ the high priest over the Levitical priesthood by 
appeal to such a figure•. /43/ 

Even this view, ho11.1ever, has been challenged in 
recent years as some scholars have suggested that the 
occurrence of Melchisedek in the Epistle to the Hebrews 
can be understood without reference to Qumran. Horton, 
for example, suggested that the author chose Melchiaedek 
because as the first priest to be mentioned in the OT, 
he has a role similar to that of Jesus who is the first 
priest of the New Covenant. /44/ I have argued that 
the author chose Melchisedek because he figured in Ps. 
110, one of the basic OT passages of the Epistle and 
the NT. /45/ Buchanan said parallels between the 
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Hasmanaean•a use af the Melchiaedek figure and that 
found in Hebrewe and argued that •the author af Hebrews, 
like the euppartere of the Ha8manaeana, justified an 
the baeie of Scripture, a paaitian far Jeaua that he 
could not have merited an the baaia of family lineage. 
Bath ueed Pa. 110 to support their view•. /lt6/ In any 
case, in my view, it ia nat abealutely neceeaary to 
postulate any influence from Qumran to explain why the 
author of Hebrews appealed to the figure of Melchiaedek. 
He may, of caurae, have known many traditions about 
Melchiaadek /lt?/, but hie arguments do not demand 
knowledge af any traditions apart from thaae found in the 
DT. 

The enthusiasm and •parallelomania• /48/ which 
greeted the initial discovery and publication of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls and the eubsequent publication of II Q Melch. 
haa now given way to a much mare sober aaseaament of the 
affinities between Hebrews and Qumran. The general 
consensus of opinion seems to be that it la impassible 
to prove direct historical connection between the 
recipients af Hebrews and Qumran. Nevertheless it ia 
also agreed that the writings of Qumran, along with 
other contemporary literature, throw valuable light an 
the general religious and cultural ~limate in which 
Hebrews waa written. 

Gnosticism 

Several scholars have argued that the epistle to the 
Hebrews ia written to combat same kind of gnnatie heresy. 
R. Perdelwitz /49/ , far example, suggested that Jewish 
Christian gnosticism w.aa the key to understanding the 
tendency which the autho~ af the epistle was attacking. 
Later in 1942 G. Barnkamm /50/ argued that the danger 
which the author of Hebrews was cambatting was that of 
lapeing into the kind af syncretistic gnostic Judaism 
which is also opposed in the Pastorale and Calosaiana. 
In 1949 T.w. Mansan /51/ took up the same theme arg
uing that the epistle was written by Apollas to the 
churches of the Lycus valley to correct a tendency 
which some yaara later developed into the •calasaian 
heresy•. Ha thought that Che 1-10 present a a complete 
refutation of the Caloasian hereey as that heresy la 
described by Lightfaat.• /52/ 
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While these views, that the epistle is directed 
against Gnosticism, have not gained much support, another 
view has been widely discussed. It ia that Gnosticism 
has supplied same of the thought patterns of the epistle. 
This view was argued forcefully by Klsemann in 1938 in 
hie monograph entitled •oas wandernde Gottesvolk•. /53/ 
He said that the main theme of the·epiatle was that of 
the "Wandering people of Gad• and that this theme and the 
christolagy of the epistle could not have been developed 
except in soil already prepared by Gnoaticism. He 
believed that the christolagy of Hebrews was based upon a 
gnostic enthropos myth which had independent existence in 
late Judaism. One of the obvious weakneaaes of 
K!aemann 1 s argument when it was presented was that there 
was no evidence at that time for gnostic speculation 
which could be shown to be pre-Christian ar independent 
of early Christianity. Since the writing af the baok, 
however, a great deal of research has been undertaken, 
partly due ta the important Nag Hammadi finds and, aa a 
result, more and more scholars have been prepared ta 
postulate an early farm of Gnosticism which was 
independent of Christianity. /54/ 

The Nag Hammadi finds, however, have had other effects 
on scholarly inquiry • They have led scholars to try to 
trace the influence of gnostic ideas, or idees taken up 
later in gnostic systems of thought, in a much wider 
range of literature than had previously been done. Same 
scholars, for example, have postulated that the QUmran 
sect belonged to the general milieu from which Gnosticism 
arose. /55/ Cullmann argued that there existed an the 
periphery of official Judaiem a form of Jewish Gnosticism 
and that Qumran has furnished us with evidence about that 
form of Judaism. /56/ Other scholars have tried to trace 
gnostic influences on Philo. /5?/ Obviously, therefore, 
there ia a tendency to define Gnosticism in terms much 

tcider than had been done previously, when Gnosticism was 
used to describe second century Christian heresies against 
which the early church fathers had done battle. /58/ 
Rather it is seen as a general movement of thought, as 
Robinaon and Koeater describe it, • a continuous probing 
of alternatives within heterodox Judaism on the basis of 
the OT all theway from.Qumran to Nag Hamrnadi 11 • /59/ 
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The question, therefore, which is being asked now concern
ing the relationship of the epistle of the Hebrews to 
Gnosticism is: what particular place does the epistle 
occupy in this complicated and still very obscure world 
of "heterodox Judaism", which existed alongside 
"orthodox Judaism". Obviously a definitive answer to 
th~s ~uestion can only be given when much more is known 
about Gnosticism and the religious world in which the 
author lived. /60/ 

Merkabah Mysticism 

One of the most interesting recent attacks on 
K~semann 1 s position was that made by o. Hofius in his 
Habilitationsschrift published in 1972. /61/ While his 
thesis was limited to a discussion of the concept of the 
"Ctlrtain before God's throne", his insights have 
relevance for an understanding of all of the epiEtle. He 
suggested four possible religious backgrounds for the 
concept of the "Curtain" in Hebrews: Merkabah mysticism 
of Jewish Apocalyptic; Rabbinic thought; Jewish
Hellenistic thought as found in Philo and Josephus; 
Gnosticism. After a discussion of all four possibilities 
he argued that the first is the most likely and that the 
Pargot speculation of the Merkabah mysticism of Jewish 
Apocalyptic is the background against which the author of 
the epistle formed his concept of the 11 Curtain11 • This 
suggestion of a Merkabah mysticism background for some 
ideas in the epistle is not limited to Hofius, however. 
H.M. Schenke, writing in the Festschrift for Herbert Braun 
published in 19?3 /62/ after considering in some detail 
the teaching about angels and about Melchisedek in Hebrews 
came to the conclusion that "the essential background of 
Hebrews ••••• is a quite specific early form of Jewish 
Merkabah-mysticism out of which the author comes and which 
still determines his thought forms as a Christian 11 • /63/ 

R. Williamson /64/ has given Schenke 1 s views a 
positive but cautious reception: 

On the whole, then, while the evidence is not 
strong enough to prove beyond all shadow of 
reasonable doubt that a form of first century 
Merkabah mysticism is the personal background 
against which the thought and language of 
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Hebrews can beat be interpreted, it does seem 
that enough exists to make such a hypothesis 
probable•. /65/ 

Clearly then much work has still to be done, both in 
learning more of this aspect of early 
Judaism /66/ and then in a sober assessment of the 
relationship of the epistle to it. This assessment must 
be made with the realisation that Merkabah mysticism is 
only one element in the "Kaleidoscopic Judaism of the 
first century Hellenistic world" /67/ , and that while 
"an early form of Merkabah mysticism explains some of the 
peculiar features of the thought and language of Hebrews; 
the search must still go on for the explanation of 
others". /68/ 

Conclusion 

The tendency in recent studies on the religious 
background of the epistle to the Hebrews, has been, 
therefore, to abandon the attempt to see the epistle's 
background in terms of only one scheme of thought, be it 
that found at Qumran, or in Philo and other forma of 
Judaiam, or in Gnosticism. Rather scholars have concen
trated on trying to gain clearer knowledge of the 
religious pluralism and diversity within heterodox 
Judaism and then to place the epistle to the Hebrews in 
that context. Obviaualy this is a much greater task 
than merely drawing parallels (in terms of vocabulary, 
theology etc.) between the epistle and other contemp
orary writings and then concluding that the epistle 
either does or does not show affinity with those writings 
•••• but it is a task which is infinitely more worthwhile 
and promises to yield more lasting results. 

Date and Area to which Hebrews was sent 

Clearly with no general consensus of opinion as to 
the aut~prship or the religious background of the epistle, 
there can be no agreement an either the date of compos
ition or the area to which the epistle was sent. Mast 
main towns between Rome and Jerusalem have been mentioned 
as passible places where the recipients could have lived, 
but as yet no cansenaua of opinion has emerged among 
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falrh clearl\1 fixed at AD 95, since the epistle is 
C:IJOted in 1 ::lement 36.2-5, but scholars are divided as 
tn whether AC 70, the year of the Fall of Jerusalem, is 
relevAnt for dating the epistle or not. /59/ Two of the 
most recent writers on the epistle have argued that it 
r,ust hnve been written Pefore AD 70 since otherwise the 
fall of the Jerusalem cult would certainly have been 
mentioned. /70/ It remains to he seen whether this very 
nArlv dRtino for the epistle will gain suooort in 
scholarshin on Hebrews. 

Li terarv Genre 

The epistle to the Hebrews ends like an epistle. Its 
Benediction, personal words of exhortation and mention of 
Timothv all sugqest that a letter is being completed. 
The lonq balanced period however which begins the eoistle 
does not fit in any way into this picture of a letter. 
It suqqests rather an essay or n formal sermon. Hence 
the question, is the epistle a letter, a writing or a 
sermon? Some scholArs have tried to answer the question 
by postulating that either the beginninq or the end of ~ne 
epistle is not original /71/; or that the omission of 
oreetings at the beginning was typical of the Near
Eastern letter form. /72/ A more recent sugqestion has 
t1een th11t Hebrews is a pseudepigraphical letter whose 
beqinninq can be found in fragmentary fashion in Romans 
1b.25ff. /73/ The most generally held opinion, however, 
has been that the epistle is a sermon which the author 
sent to a community. One of the most cogent defences of 
this position was given by H. Thyen, /74/ who argued 
thAt Hebrews was written in the style of the Jewish 
Hellenistic homilv, a stvle also found in Philo's 
nlleqorical commentarv on Genesis, 1 Clement, 4 ~accabees, 
James, pRrts of 1 and 3 Ma6cabees, Stephen•s speech in 
Hcts 'l, O:idacre 1-t.l and 16, Barnabas, Shepherd of Hermas, 
pArts of Tobit, Testaments of the 12 Patri~rchs and the 
!:lisdom of Solomon. l:Jhile doubts have been exoressed 
~hout whether Thven has proved his assertion that the 
stiJle of the epistle is trot of the Jndsh-Hellenistic 
homllu as opposed to that of the Jewish- 0 ~1Estinian 
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on~ /75/ there seems to be general agreement with his 
basic assumption that except for the few veraea which 
come at the end of the epistle, Hebrews ia a carefully 
constructed homily of the type preached in synagogues 
of the first century. /76/ 

Literary Structure 

In recent years there has been an upsurge of interest 
among NT scholars in what has been termed "rhetorical 
criticism• /77/ or "structural analysis• and applicat
ion of this method to certain aspects of NT criticism 
has proved extremely fruitful. /78/ It le, therefore, 
not surprising, in view of the obvious care with which 
the author of the epistle has presented hie themes, that 
close attention has been paid to the problem of discern
ing the literary structure of Hebrews. 

In 1940 L. Vaganay ~ublished an important article 
entitled "Le Plan de 1 1Epftre aux Hebreux", /79/ in 
which he suggested that the epistle should be divided 
into five sections: · 

A. Jesus superior to the angels (1.5-2.18) 
B. Jesus faithful high priest 

compassionate high priest (3.1-5.10) 
c. Jesus, priest according to the order of 

Melchiaedek 

D. F'aith 

made perfect 
author of eternal salvation 

(5.11-10.39) 

and perseverance (11.1-12.13) 
E. The Duty of Holiness ( 12.14-13.21) 

As the outline ahowa, by the year 1940 Vsganay waa 
alTeady drawing attention to a definite symmetrical 
structure in the epistle with sections A and E each 
having one line, sections 8 and 0 two linea each and 
section c, the middle section, three linea with the 
middle line summarizing the central theme of the epistle. 
Thua he painted aut that the epistle waa constructed 
symmetrically, following the principle of inversion, a 
principle whic~ haa been found to determine the structure 
of other NT and OT paaaages. /80/ 
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It waa A. Vanhaye~ however, who systematically examined 
the epistle from tha paint af view af ita structure. 
/81/ He suggested nat only that the Epistle had a 
symmetrical structure but that-the author h•d used 
literary devices ta make known hia structure. He 
listed aix such devices: 

1. Announcement of the subject. This ia a brief 
sentence ar phrase before each major part which praaenta 
the theme ta be diacuaaed and ita principal divisions. 

2. Inclusion. Thia involves tha use of the aame 
word at the beginning and the end of a part or section. 

3. Hook wards. These . are words at the beginning 
of a paragraph repeated from the end of the preceding 
paragraph and designed to •hook• the two paragraphs 
together. 

4. Characteristic terms. These are terms which 
ere repeated within a section to give it a distinct 
physiognomy. 

5. Alternation of the use of literary structure. 
This involves the change from one type of discourse to 
another, eapecislly the change from doctrinal 
expoeition to pareeneais. 

6. Symmetrical arrangement. This phrase ia used 
to describe the many patterns formed from correspond~ 
ences in many details within sections. 

Following these principles he elaborated on the 
outline already suggested by Vaganay and suggested the 
following outline on nie awn: 

1.1-4 Exord~um 

1.5-2.18 A ~e eo different from the name of th'e 
angels 

3.1-4.14 Jesus faithful 
4.15-5.10 Jeaua compassionate high priest 
5.11-6.20 Preliminary exhortation 
7.1-28 Jeaue high priest according to Melchiaedek 
8.1-9.28 Come to fulfilment 
1~.1-18 Cause of eternal salvation 



10. 19-39 Final exhortation 

11.1,40 The faith of the men of old 
12.1-13 The endurance required 

12.14-13.19 The peaceful fruit of justice 
13.20-21 Peroration 
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He also analysed very· thoroughly the literary 
structure of individual sections of the epistle. 

Moat scholars welcamedthe book enthusiastically, 
but many, while agreeing with the main principles behind 
the work, expressed caution about accepting the findings 
in toto /82/ and offered alternative outlines of their 
own. /83/ J. Swetnam, for example, in two important 
articles in Biblica /84/ suggested an outline which 
took into greater account the role of content than in 
Vanhoye 1 s scheme. · His primary, literary criteria for 
indicating structure were "announcements", genres of 
exposition and paraeneaia and length of sections, as 
well as content, but he assigned a subsidiary role to 
"hook words", "characteristic wards" and •inclusions•. 
His outline is as follows: 

a. 1.1-4 Exordium 
A. 1.5-2.18 Exposition: Christ as divine and human 

1.5-2.4 Christ as superior to angela(i.e. 
divine) 

2.5-18 Christ as brother to men(i.e.human) 

B. 3.1-6.20 Exhortation: to faith and hope 
3.1-4.13 To faith (based on divinity of Christ) 
4.14-6.20 To hope (based on humanity of Christ) 

c. ?.1-10.18 Exposition: Who Jesus was and what he 
did 

?.1-28 Who Jesus waa (high priest according to 
the order of Melchiaedek, human and 

divine) 
8.1-10.18 What Jesus did (enter the Holy of 

Holies and sit at right hand of Gad) 

D. 10.19-39 Exhortation: response to what Christ did: 
Love and goad works. 

E. 11.1-13.21 Exposition-Exhortation: faith, hope and 
charity in salvation history 
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11.1-12.2 Faith as an objective reality pointing 
to the unseen 

12.3-39 Endurance(hape) based an example of Jesus 
for obtaining an unshakeable kingdom 

13.1-21 Response to Gad's act in Christ: Christ
ian life as an act of thanksgiving. 

Clearly the discussions about the correct outline 
and literary structure far the epistle will continue far 
some time to come. As a result of discussions already 
held, however, same things have become clear. 

Firstly, attention must be paid to literary tech
niques, such as those listed by Vanhoye /85/ and 
Swetnam /86/ used by the author to indicate structural 
divisions; hence all insights gained from •rhetorical 
criticism•, must be applied. But secondly, in my view, 
it is above all the content of the epistle which must be 
the final decisive factor in determining what outline 
the author followed. J. Swetnsm•s words must be heeded 
by every scholar who would undertake rhetorical 
criticism of the epistle& 

The successes or failure of the attempt (to 
outline the structure of the epistle) is to be 
judged by the convergence of formal literary 
principles, content, and structure into a plausible 
literary whole which is consonant with Christian 
tradition: for the suppositions on which the 
present article is based are 1) that Hebrews is a 
finely worked piece of literary art and 2) that 
Hebrews was written and transmitted in the milieu 
of the primitive and early Christian church. The 
•proof• - - - or non-proof - - - in other words, is 
the illumination - - or lack thereof - which the 
present paper gives the reader. Does the present . 
article aid the reader to make more sense out of 
the first six chapters of Hebrews than previous 
attempts at structuring? That is the question. 

/87/ 

When this caveat is headed, than hopefully one day 
we will have a structured outline far the epistle an 
which mast scholars can agree and which will throw 
light on our understanding af the content of the 
epistle. 
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